Two computerized versions of the SOIRT were developed after crew members requested an electronic format. The electronic formats of the SOIRT are in SuperCard® for the Macintosh and in Microsoft Visual Basic® for the IBMcompatible computer systems. Input fields were used for general information regarding personnel, the incident, and roles in the incident. Check boxes were used to check items in the description of the incident. On-line definitions were provided for the items found in the check boxes by depressing the shift key and clicking on the item to be defined. There was also an area provided to type in the description of the incident, the cause, and any possible solutions.
Testing the SOIRT
The SOIRT has been tested in three parts: the non-crew member pilot test, the STS-70 crew member usability test, and the STS-73 crew member usability test. 
The Non-Crew

STS-70 Crew Member Usability Test
